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Abstract
Since plastic began entering the oceans in the 1950s, trends have shown that
this pollution has been and will continue to increase in the future. The only method to
estimate the abundance and distribution of ocean plastic pollution is by computergenerated models using data from in-situ plankton net tows, which are costly, time
consuming, and cover a relatively small scale. This project investigates the potential of
detecting ocean microplastics with satellite remote sensing based on theoretically
elevated near-infrared (NIR) reflectance. Emphasis was placed on the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch in the North Pacific Ocean, notorious for its extremely high concentration
of plastic debris.

Floating plastic from this region was treated with bulk optical

properties. We examined the inherent optical properties of water and bulk plastic to
derive the apparent optical property, remote sensing reflectance. Overall, the optimal
NIR wavelength for strongest plastic reflectance was estimated as ~880 nm. Utilizing
the Generalized Inherent Optical Properties model, we calculated the theoretical
satellite remote sensing reflectance values at 748 and 869 nm for real, in-situ collected
plastic concentrations. Preliminary modeling suggests this methodology might be useful
for future ocean plastic investigations. All considerations were based on the capabilities
and limitations of the ocean color satellite, MODIS Aqua.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Oceanographers often use remote sensing as a practical data-gathering tool for
various applications. However, remote sensing has yet to be implemented in observing
ocean plastic because no method has been developed across any platform to specifically
detect plastic. If a reliable remote sensing method could be developed for observing
plastic pollution, it would enable cost-effective, broad scale observations over large
timescales; enabling scientists to better understand the full extent of this dire problem.
This project investigates the capabilities of satellite remote sensing technology
to determine if it can be used to detect ocean microplastics. Specifically, considerations
were based on the capabilities and limitations of the ocean color satellite, MODIS Aqua.
We determine what types of plastic pollution might be seen at the ocean surface, and
evaluate limiting factors like seawater and plastic inherent optical properties which
effect remote sensing reflectance. Using plastic reflectance data from Estess (2010) and
Garaba and Dierssen (2017), we base our model on calculated theoretical remote
sensing reflectance values for plastic abundance data from an 11-year dataset compiled
by Law et al. (2014) from the Sea Education Association.

The results from our

preliminary modeling suggest this methodology might be useful for future ocean plastic
investigations.
1.1 THE RISE AND GROWING PROBLEM OF OCEAN PLASTIC POLLUTION
John Wesley Hyatt invented the first synthetic polymer (plastic) in 1869, using
ingredients found in nature. Hyatt discovered the potential for plastic to imitate natural
substances (most notably tortoiseshell and ivory at the time), eventually offering a
potential alternative to traditional manufacturing with finite natural resources (“The
History and Future of Plastics”, 2016). During World War II, many new plastics were
developed that were critical to the war effort. Plastic became such a necessity during
this time that the U.S. ramped up its production by 300% (“The History and Future of
Plastics”, 2016).
Since the end of World War II, plastics have been playing an ever-increasing role
in civilization. It is integral to our daily lives, from food preparation and storage to
1

electronics, medicine, and even clothing.

Unsurprisingly, the demand for more

inexpensive and innovative plastic goods has recently intensified, indicated by a 41%
increase in global plastic production from 2002 to 2012 (Law et al., 2014). Indeed,
breakthroughs in plastic engineering have certainly made life more comfortable and
convenient, but the sudden major influx in global plastic production has led to
unforeseen consequences.
It was not until the 1970s that ocean plastic pollution was first studied and
reported by scientists (Law, 2017), but it is believed that most modern plastic began
entering the oceans in the 1950s (Andrady, 2015). Trends show a continuous increase in
this pollution (Andrady, 2015; Law et al., 2014). Most pressing, plastic pollution has
been found in all levels of the marine environment, all around the world (van Sebille et
al., 2015), even in Antarctica (Andrady, 2015), making this a global issue. Van Sebille et
al. (2015) estimates that as of 2014, there was approximately 15 to 51 trillion plastic
particles circulating on the surface of the world’s oceans.
Plastic pollution varies by type, size, shape, and color. While there is a broad
range of sizes of plastic debris in the ocean, in this thesis we divide plastic pollution into
two main size categories: macroplastics, plastic pieces larger than 5 mm, and
microplastics, plastic pieces smaller than 5 mm. Ocean microplastics can originate from
two possible sources. First, some microplastics that are purposefully manufactured
(such as microbeads in exfoliating facial scrubs or synthetic fibers from clothing) can
enter the ocean directly through various channels (Kooi et al., 2016). Also, theoretically,
once macroplastics reach the ocean they never fully biodegrade (Andrady, 2015).
Instead, photo degradation, oxidative and hydrolytic degradation (Law et al., 2010), and
weathering or biological processes (Law, 2017) can cause plastic to break down into
smaller and smaller pieces, eventually becoming microplastics (Andrady, 2015; van
Sebille et al., 2015).
Most interesting, Law (2017) and van Sebille et al. (2015) found conflicting
trends between the increase in estimated plastic pollution entering the oceans and the
lack of increase expected in surface plastic debris in the North Atlantic. Van Sebille et al.
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(2015) estimates that the total amount of plastic particles floating on the surface only
represent approximately 1% of the expected global plastic waste that enters the oceans.
Clearly the ocean plastic input and output cycle could be quite complex. Fragmentation,
biofouling, sedimentation, shore deposition, ingestion by marine organisms (Law et al.,
2010), wave mechanics (van Sebille et al., 2015), and vertical mixing by wind-driven
turbulence (Kooi et al., 2016) could be possible explanations for why the amount of
plastic debris on the ocean surface is not increasing at the same rate as plastic pollution
entering the ocean.
Fragmentation (when plastic becomes brittle and breaks into smaller pieces) can
occur anywhere in the ocean system between coastlines and the sea surface or within
the water column (Law, 2017). The process of biofouling can occur where films of
microorganisms grow on fragmented pieces, potentially increasing the density enough
to sink (Andrady, 2015; Law et al., 2010). Also, wind-driven turbulence can push debris
below the surface (Kooi et al., 2016). Additionally, plastic can become part of the
sedimentation process when the debris sinks to the seafloor and gets buried (van Sebille
et al., 2015). Furthermore, it is possible for plastic debris to make its way back to the
shore where it is re-deposited and could be subjected to even more fragmentation.
However, Law et al. (2010) concedes that these plastic debris sources and sinks, and
residence times in between, are still not well understood.
Plastic pollution is not just an aesthetical issue. This pollution has been found to
cause a host of problems to marine life, including ingestion, entanglement (Andrady,
2015), the potential transport of invasive species to nonnative waters (Law, 2017), and
the potential to leach toxins (Law et al., 2014; Andrady, 2015). And more recently, there
are additional concerns of plastic waste moving up to humans through the food chain
(Andrady, 2015).
1.2 INVESTIGATING AREAS WITH HIGH LEVELS OF OCEAN PLASTIC POLLUTION
After van Sebille et al. (2015) ran an extensive compiled dataset of plastic
concentration across three different models, they found plastic debris generally
congregates in high concentrations in the subtropical regions, while much lower
3

concentrations are found in the tropics and high latitudes. This concurs with the Sea
Education Association’s findings from their 11-year compiled dataset for the North
Pacific (Law et al., 2014). This thesis focuses on the area in the North Pacific, often
referred to as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP). The GPGP is a region with a
statistically higher prevalence of microplastic as well as high concentrations of larger
floating plastic (Andrady, 2015; Law et al., 2014). As our aim is to evaluate elevated
near-infrared reflectance signals from satellite images, this is the best place to test this
new approach.
The majority of studies involving ocean plastic pollution have focused on
collecting buoyant (floating) plastic pollution at the surface within ocean subtropical
gyres. Unfortunately, this leaves large ranges of areas outside the gyres unexamined
(van Sebille et al., 2015). Our hope is to enable evaluation of these under-investigated
areas using remote sensing.
1.3 CURRENT METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE OCEAN PLASTIC ABUNDANCE AND
DISTRIBUTION
Scientists evaluating the extent of ocean plastic pollution are reliant on
computer-generated models created from data collected in the field (in-situ) by
plankton net tows.

Both of these methods provide valuable contributions to the

understanding of this global problem, but they have their limitations. In-situ collections
are costly, time consuming, and only cover relatively small areas. Additionally, there is
the lack of standardization between studies. For instance, net sizes can vary and
particle sizes and individual piece sizes are sometimes not reported. Instead, studies
tend to report their measurements in particle count or by mass.

Estimating

microplastics with these methods is especially difficult (Andrady, 2015), as identification
is often done by visual inspection, which can lead to errors from observer bias,
misidentification, or under-identification (Law, 2017). What is more, computer models
must approximate plastic source locations and input quantities.
It is difficult to precisely verify how much plastic is currently in the oceans
because current ocean plastic sampling methodologies are assumed to provide
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underestimations (Law, 2017), possibly by a factor of 1.04 to 30.0 (Kooi et al., 2016).
Each study produces different estimations of plastic abundance, likely due to differences
in methodologies (lack of data standardization). The spatial disparity in areas studied
likely also contributes to underestimations or errors in calculating global buoyant plastic
abundance estimations.
Van Sebille et al. (2015) used in-situ data with ocean circulation models to
produce two sets of unique global maps of plastic concentration distribution (one in
pieces/km2 and one in grams/km2) from three different ocean circulation models. This
is an excellent start, however, there still remains the aforementioned uncertainties.
Thus, supplementing in-situ plankton net tow data and computer models with remote
sensing would enable a much broader scale to be observed by helping to generate more
accurate maps. This in turn would provide the basis for a genuine time study, helping to
provide context for investigating the magnitude of environmental and ecological effects
from plastic pollution.

5

2 OPTICAL OCEANOGRAPHY
This section provides the background necessary for understanding how remote
sensing can be applied to observing plastic. Here we discuss the fundamental quantities
needed in satellite remote sensing as well as the effects that water and the atmosphere
have on light propagation in the visible and near-infrared regions of the electromagnetic
light spectrum.
2.1 REMOTE SENSING
Remote sensing is a technique that uses a sensor to infer information about the
land, ocean or atmosphere indirectly from reflected or emitted electromagnetic
radiation. There are two primary remote sensing platforms to consider, spaceborne
(satellites) and airborne. With either, images collected remotely could be compared
with data collected at sea for specific locations. This would provide a way to test and
validate a plastic detecting algorithm.
Both platforms have advantages and disadvantages. With airborne, downwardfacing sensors mounted on an aircraft can collect surface images at much higher spatial
resolutions than satellites. However, airborne campaigns can be very costly and offer a
low coverage area. In exchange for lower resolution, satellites offer a cost-effective way
to continuously map large swaths of the Earth’s surface. Because of this, we chose to
investigate the potential of using satellites as a platform for detecting plastic.
2.2 SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING: MODIS AQUA
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor on the
Aqua satellite detects objects on Earth from sunlight in the visible and infrared portions
of the electromagnetic light spectrum reflected from the Earth’s surface. According to
the MODIS website hosted by NASA’s Goddard Spaceflight Center (Maccherone, n.d.),
the MODIS Aqua satellite operates in a circular, near-polar (south to north over the
equator), early afternoon sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 705 km. It was
launched on May 4, 2002 and was rated with a design life of 6 years. The MODIS
instrument was designed for atmospheric, land, and ocean imaging; investigating ocean
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color, sea surface temperature, and clouds. The Aqua satellite scans the entire Earth’s
surface within a 1 to 2 day range. This enables the easy collection of large-scale image
datasets, with few gaps in data.
The portion of surface area imaged by a satellite is called a swath, with each
pixel representing a 1-km2 spatial resolution in the near-infrared bands for MODIS Aqua.
Satellite images process swath data in a series of steps from level 0 through level 4.
Table 1 below provides a brief description of the image processing levels relevant to this
thesis. MODIS Aqua image swaths for matchups described in Section 4 are collected as
L1A files that must be further processed into L2 files. The MODIS Aqua ocean color
satellite was specifically chosen because of the available corresponding image swaths
for most of the plastic concentration data points from the Sea Education Association’s
11-year dataset. Specifically, MODIS Aqua’s older images might be able to be used to
create a time series of oceanic plastic concentration and distribution.
Process Level

Description

Level 0 (L0)

Unprocessed instrument/payload data at full resolution
(most raw format available).

Level 1A (L1A)

Reconstructed, unprocessed instrument data at full
resolution, time-referenced and annotated with
georeferencing parameters (independent of changes to
sensor calibration).

Level 2 (L2)

Derived geophysical variables, grouped into a few product
suites (e.g. ocean color, sea surface temperature, etc.),
at the same resolution as the source L1 data.

Table 1. Swath data processing levels, adapted from Feldman, G. C. (n.d.) via NASA Ocean Color.

2.3 OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Before a new plastic detecting algorithm can be written for MODIS Aqua, we
must understand all of the requirements behind the technology. Specifically, we must
take into account the principles fundamental to optical oceanography.

Optical

oceanography mathematically describes how light interacts with bodies of water. The
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quantities fundamental to optical oceanography are radiance, irradiance, and
reflectance.
Radiance, L, is the radiant energy emitted, transmitted or reflected by a surface,
per solid angle, in units of watts per steradian per meter-squared (W⋅sr−1m−2).
Downward irradiance, Ed, is the radiant energy measured just above the ocean’s surface,
in units of watts per meter-squared (W⋅m−2). Reflectance is a ratio of the amount of
light leaving a medium (in our case, seawater and plastic) compared to the amount of
light incident on the medium’s surface.
For our research, we are most concerned with remote sensing reflectance, Rrs,
because this is what the satellite observes in ocean color remote sensing. Remote
sensing reflectance can be found by dividing the water-leaving radiance (the radiance
backscattered out of the ocean in the absence of the atmosphere) by the downward
irradiance, Lw/Ed, in units of per steradian, sr−1. Rrs is an apparent optical property (AOP)
of a medium, which depends on the medium’s inherent optical properties (IOPs) and the
directional structure of the ambient light field.
IOPs such as absorption and backscatter are the properties of a medium that do
not depend on the ambient light field. In the case of the ocean, seawater IOPs will
depend on the composition and concentration of particulates and dissolved substances,
which will differ as a function of wavelength. Section 3 and Section 4 discuss the
derivation and use of plastic IOPs to calculate Rrs for ocean plastic concentrations.
2.4 THE PATH OF SOLAR RADIATION
In ocean remote sensing, light’s path from the Sun to the Earth and then to the
satellite sensor is complicated. After light travels through the vacuum of space, it
interacts with the atmosphere, and then interacts with the ocean before being reflected
back through the atmosphere, eventually reaching the satellite sensor back in space.
Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 provide a brief overview of this process, and a simplified
diagram is provided in Figure 1.
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2.4.1 LIGHT’S INTERACTIONS WITH THE OCEAN
In general, when light is incident on a medium’s surface, it can be absorbed,
reflected, scattered, or transmitted through the medium. These actions are functions of
wavelength. For our research, we considered two regions within the electromagnetic
spectrum, visible light (VIS) and near-infrared light (NIR). In this thesis, VIS light refers to
the wavelength range of 400 – 700 nm, and NIR light falls within 700 – 2500 nm.
When VIS solar radiation is incident on the sea surface (air-sea interface), some
of that light is directly reflected back into the atmosphere, and some propagates across
the interface into the water column. There, a portion of the light is absorbed and the
rest is backscattered, where it propagates back across the interface into the atmosphere
as water-leaving radiance. Light absorption and scattering in water is also altered by the
presence of particulates and dissolved substances.

These constituents include

phytoplankton, zooplankton, color dissolved organic material, and suspended organic
and inorganic particulate matter. As an example, upwelled light from beneath the sea
surface normally appears blue and is altered by chlorophyll pigments in phytoplankton,
making the water appear greener.

This is possible because the VIS contains

wavelengths that can penetrate depths greater than 10 meters before being absorbed
(Martin, 2004, p. 3). In Section 3, we evaluate microplastics’ backscatter IOP to see if it
also can be considered a particulate at VIS or NIR wavelengths.

Downward
Irradiance

Water-leaving
Radiance

Floating microplastics expected to
backscatter non-negligible NIR signals

Figure 1. Water absorbs nearly all light beyond 700 nm, but NIR light should be reflected by plastic debris
floating on the sea surface.
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At VIS wavelengths, pure water highly scatters in the blue and absorbs highly in
the red. But, as wavelength moves into the NIR, water absorption becomes increasingly
high, where NIR light can only be emitted from the top 100 µm of the sea surface
(Martin, 2004, p. 126). Essentially, before atmospheric considerations, water-leaving
radiance or reflectance in the NIR only occurs from scattering and reflection at the
ocean surface (Martin, 2004, p. 104). This highly absorbing nature gave rise to a remote
sensing phenomenon called the black pixel assumption (Siegel, et al., 2000), discussed in
Section 2.4.2.
2.4.2 LIGHT’S INTERACTIONS WITH THE ATMOSPHERE
The atmosphere poses the greatest challenge in extracting useful data from the
ocean. When water-leaving radiance in the VIS propagates through the atmosphere
toward the satellite, atmospheric aerosols (including water vapor, other gases and
particulates) will absorb and scatter this light. Within the VIS, aerosol and molecular
scattering are responsible for attenuation, which depends on aerosol concentration.
These aerosol concentrations can vary by location and change over time.
Because of this, ocean color images must undergo a process called atmospheric
correction, where all contributions other than water-leaving radiance are removed from
the total radiance received at the sensor. Unfortunately, direct estimates of NIR waterleaving radiance are difficult to measure. The black pixel assumption assumes that
water-leaving radiance in the near-infrared is negligible, and as such is treated as zero
(Siegel et al., 2000). According to Gordon and Voss (2004), light in the NIR range of 745
to 872 nm from scattered solar radiation is assumed to originate from the atmosphere
and the sea surface under this black pixel assumption. This is why satellite bands in this
range have been used to obtain atmospheric aerosol contributions for applications in
the visible range.
However, this assumption was originally intended for clear ocean water, where
the assumption holds true. But the black pixel assumption does not hold up in turbid
coastal environments, which tend to have large concentrations of sediment and
phytoplankton (Martin, 2004, p. 146). Siegel et al. (2000) evaluated this phenomenon
10

and found that ignoring NIR contributions from the ocean lead to an overcorrection in
non-black waters. Because of this, Siegel et al. (2000) concluded that non-zero NIR
water-leaving reflectance should not be treated as negligible when processing ocean
color images.
2.5 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Creating an ocean color algorithm for detecting plastic will be complicated, and
atmospherically correcting images for detecting plastic is beyond the time limit of this
project. Instead, we offer a potential simplification for future consideration. At NIR
wavelengths for typical atmospheric conditions in the open ocean, we might see
negligible optical scattering effects because the wavelengths are several orders of
magnitude larger than the molecules present in the atmosphere. If this is too great of a
simplification, instead it might be possible to find an average value for aerosol
contribution.
For scale reference, a transparent atmosphere would have an optical depth of
τ(λ) = 0 and an opaque atmosphere would have a value of τ(λ) = ∞. Gordon and Voss
(2004) state that over the open ocean most aerosol content is in the marine boundary
layer and has a sufficiently small optical depth, τa(865) ≈ 0.1 for mean conditions with a
maximum of 0.19. In this regard, a single scattering approach is a fair approximation
(that is, multiple scattering can be ignored). However, this approximation would not
hold up for areas subject to dust or urban pollution (Gordon and Voss, 2004).
Further research into this is needed to accurately apply any atmospheric
corrections to MODIS Aqua images for observing plastic in the NIR, because the overall
feasibility of a future algorithm will rely on the ability to successfully quantify and
remove effects from the atmosphere. The author recommends investigating aerosol
variability from the Aerosol Robotic Network’s Hawaii station, to see if there is a
seasonality of aerosols or a long-term trend.
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3 UNCOVERING THE OPTIMAL WAVELENGTH
One of the most essential challenges was determining the appropriate
wavelength(s) to be used for the theoretical and experimental portions of this project.
We do not anticipate plastic will generate highly elevated reflectance, only slightly
elevated reflectance. Because of this, when we create an algorithm for detecting plastic
in the ocean, we will want to ensure that we use the optimal wavelength that
corresponds to the highest possible reflectance from all ocean plastic debris, regardless
of type or color. In addition to defining what material qualifies as “plastic,” this section
describes the optimal wavelength selection process by examining the general optical
properties of plastic, reveals which types of plastic are most prevalent in the oceans,
and compares these plastics’ optical characteristics in the visible and near-infrared light
spectrums.
3.1 OVERVIEW OF PLASTIC MATERIAL SCIENCE
By today’s standards, plastic refers to a group of materials made of synthetic
polymers, made from long chains of monomers (molecules) with organic hydrocarbon
backbones.

Plastics are differentiated based on chemical characteristics of their

monomers: the inclusion or exclusion of elements beyond hydrocarbons (such as O, N,
S, F, or Cl), and the proportions and arrangement of elements (Klein, 2011). Primary
valence bonds control the physical and chemical structure of a plastic polymer, while
the secondary valence bonds control the optical properties, chemical properties, and
density (Klein, 2011).
All plastics fall under three major classifications; thermoplastics, elastomers, and
thermosets, with an additional category of polymer blends (mixtures of two or more
polymers). Thermoplastics have either linear chain structures or linear structures with
side chains and low crosslinking, and they can be melted and resolidified many times
without significant alterations in mechanical or optical properties (Klein, 2011).
Conversely, elastomers and thermosets have much more complicated chain structures
with crosslinking between macromolecules (large molecules), causing resistance to
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molecular movement and, as such, cannot be melted without altering the molecular
structure (Klein, 2011).
3.2 TYPES OF OCEAN PLASTIC DEBRIS: THE BULK PLASTIC ASSUMPTION
Commodity thermoplastics are the largest source of the global plastic market
demand, with short-term use packaging material accounting for the largest portion of
U.S. contributions (Law, 2017). The majority of the post-consumer plastic debris found
in the oceans is speculated to originate from land-based sources or from fishing gear
(Andrady, 2015). While it is theoretically possible for all consumer plastics that have
densities less than seawater to float, the two most prevalent buoyant plastic types (both
microplastics and macroplastics) found on the sea surface are polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP) (Andrady, 2015; Law et al., 2010, 2014). Plastic’s high variability in
physical and optical properties makes it unrealistic to search for all types with remote
sensing. To simplify the problem, we treat this mix of floating thermoplastic, assumed
to be predominantly PE and PP, as a bulk plastic with average optical properties at a
particular wavelength.
3.3 PLASTICS AND THE VISIBLE LIGHT (VIS) VERSUS NEAR-INFRARED (NIR) SPECTRUM
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 examine the differences between thermoplastics’
reflectance in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. Section 3.3.3 explains the
justification for choosing the optimal wavelength.
3.3.1 PLASTIC OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN VIS
Serranti and Bonifazi (2010) investigated the capability of identifying PE and PP
with HyperSpectral Imaging (HSI). In their investigation, they broke the study into two
spectral ranges: from 400 to 1000 nm (VIS-NIR) and from 1000 to 1700 nm (NIR).
According to their graphs, PE reflectance is highly variable within the visible spectrum,
but converges to a distinct spectral shape into the NIR after ~850 nm. Additionally, PP
displays a signature shape between its variants through the whole investigated range
(400 to 1700 nm). Thus Serranti and Bonifazi (2010) found that the analyzed samples’
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colors affected the reflectance results in the visible spectrum, but had no significant
influence in the NIR region.
3.3.2 PLASTIC OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN NIR
Electromagnetic absorption by pure plastic is low in the NIR between 800 and
1200 nm, and additives or filler materials (used for reinforcement or coloration, both
organic and inorganic) cause a negligible increase (Klein, 2011). The exception to this is
plastics containing carbon black pigments. This additive causes consistent extremely
high electromagnetic absorption spanning UV to NIR (Klein, 2011).

All non-black

plastics’ reflectance spectra are independent of additive coloration in the NIR (Masoumi
et al., 2012). Because black plastic does not produce reflectance spectra, black plastic
will not be detectible by NIR remote sensing (Serranti and Bonifazi, 2010).
Debris thickness can also affect the total reflectance, but the overall spectra
shape is consistent, regardless of thickness (Masoumi et al., 2012). The thicker the
debris sample, the more reflective it should be (Klein, 2011); larger pieces will produce a
higher NIR reflectance signal while tiny microplastics may or may not be able to produce
a signal high enough to be seen from satellite observation. Furthermore, Masoumi et al.
(2012) found “dirtiness” also does not affect the overall reflectance spectra shapes, nor
did the presence of bottle labels impact reflectance values between 800 and 2000 nm.
3.3.3 EVALUATING POTENTIAL OPTIMAL NIR WAVELENGTHS
The fundamental problem using VIS wavelengths for remotely sensing ocean
plastic is the high variability among plastic reflectance signals. Simply put, there is no
single wavelength in the VIS that works for all plastics. Instead, the overall spectral
shape of plastic reflectance in the NIR is fairly consistent, because it is not affected by
non-black coloration. Furthermore, there are several common peaks (high reflectance)
in the NIR region for the most relevant plastic types. This is our reasoning for choosing
an NIR wavelength to use in our theoretical and experimental methods, described in
detail in Section 4.
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We evaluated three studies that characterized the reflectance spectral
signatures of relevant plastics.

Masoumi et al. (2012) measured reflectance from

several thermoplastics, including PE and PP, in the NIR. Serranti and Bonifazi’s (2010)
reflectance values of PE and PP with HyperSpectral Imaging (HSI) closely matched that
of Garaba and Dierssen (2017), who measured the reflectance of wet and dry oceanharvested microplastics and macroplastics.

PE and PP, as well as several other

thermoplastics, have relatively high reflectance between 748 to 1100 nm (Masoumi et
al., 2012). Observing the common reflectance peaks further reduced this range.
After comparing the major NIR reflectance peaks for an assumed mix of floating
plastic types predominately comprised of PE and PP in the ocean across these three
studies, the 1000 to 1100 nm range displayed the absolute highest peak (highest level of
reflectance). However, there are other factors to consider that suggest this range may
not be optimal. Absorption by water becomes extremely high as we pass further into
longer wavelengths. This can potentially cause plastic’s reflectance to become zero.
This assumption is echoed by the downward trend in reflectance after 1000 - 1100 nm
we see from data across studies by Masoumi et al. (2012), Serranti & Bonifazi, (2010),
and Garaba and Dierssen (2017).
In short, the shorter VIS wavelengths will likely display problems due to plastic
optical variability, while the longer NIR wavelengths will produce progressively weaker
reflectance signals due to water’s optical characteristics. Hence, a wavelength that has
a reflectance peak between these two extremes seems to be the best fit. We therefore
propose the optimal wavelength for remotely sensing a bulk oceanic plastic should be
~880 to 900 nm, based on the second highest peak from all three aforementioned
studies.
3.4 PLASTIC SCATTERING IN NIR
We have established that dry PE/PP bulk plastic will generate fairly high
reflectance signals in the NIR. In Section 3.4.1 we determine if this bulk plastic could
scatter a non-negligible amount of NIR light underwater.
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3.4.1 ABSORPTION AND BACKSCATTERING
It is known that water highly backscatters in the blue region of the visible
spectrum while simultaneously highly absorbs in the red. To see how bulk plastic
compared, we derived the backscattering components of pure water and bulk plastic. A
graphical representation of this evaluated data can be seen in Figure 2. As wavelength
increases, we see a decrease in water backscatter (bbw) as expected, and an increase in
plastic backscattering (bbp). This reveals bulk plastic has an opposing optical property to
that of water; bulk plastic absorbs highly in the blue and begins to scatter highly in the
red. This trend also implies an increase into the NIR region. This is useful, because not
many things in the open ocean (or case-1 water masses) cause reflectance at the longer
wavelengths. Methods used to obtain these findings and a discussion of the limited
data used to obtain them is explained in Section 4.1.

Figure 2. Plot of backscattering from water (blue) and buoyant mixed plastic of unknown types (orange).
Note: The values for plastic scattering from 400 to 550 nm are not zero, just very small.

3.4.2 DEPTH RANGE OF NIR LIGHT
As determined by the backscattering plot seen above, bulk plastic is expected to
backscatter light beyond 700 nm, but we must also account for water’s inherent ability
to absorb nearly all light beyond 700 nm. Non-negligible signals would result if NIR light
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could be scattered before the water absorbs it. The concern is if water absorbs NIR light
too quickly there might not be scattering from plastic. Any incident NIR light will be
absorbed within the first 100 µm (one-tenth of a millimeter at best) from the sea
surface interface (Martin, 2004, p. 104). This is unfortunate, as microplastics have been
found up to 5 meters below the surface, the majority within the upper 0 to 3 meters
(Kooi et al., 2016). Kooi et al. (2016) estimate that 60% of the total microplastics goes
unaccounted for by regular surface sampling nets.

Due to the physically limiting

relationship between NIR light and water, any remote sensing platform will only be able
to detect buoyant plastic at the surface. Floating plastic that remains at the surface but
coated in a thin layer of seawater may still emit reflectance, but this would require
additional physical in-situ testing to be confirmed or disproven.
3.5 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The total amount of NIR reflectance given by each individual plastic piece will
vary depending on its thickness and wetness. Garaba and Dierssen (2017) demonstrate
that dry and wet microplastics have nearly identical spectral shapes, but floating plastic
with dry surfaces will produce a significantly higher reflectance percentage than wet
plastic. And logically, the more plastic covering a given area the higher the reflectance
percentage it will produce collectively.
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4 METHODS
The primary goal of this research project is to compare NIR reflectance to known
locations of high concentrations of plastic to test for correlation between microplastic
concentration and remote sensing reflectance at NIR wavelengths.

This section

documents the methods used to reach this goal.
The first task was determining if the backscatter signal from microplastics could
enable optical characterization. This required modeling the inherent optical properties
of plastics in water, for which we were able to derive the backscattering components of
bulk plastic at 748 and 869 nm. Next, we calculated the theoretical expected satellite
remote sensing reflectance (Rrs) for real plastic concentration values collected from the
Sea Education Association’s 11-year study in the North Pacific Ocean. With that data,
we plotted a map of the expected Rrs values at 748 and 869 nm. Mapped Rrs values
were compared to mapped in-situ plastic concentrations to evaluate association
between plastic concentrations and Rrs.
Finally, matchups need to be made between in-situ plastic concentration and
corresponding satellite remote sensing reflectance data from MODIS Aqua images.
These matchup comparisons will determine if there is an actual correlation between
plastic abundance and elevated NIR reflectance signals. The combined results from the
theoretical and experimental methods will indicate if ocean color remote sensing
satellites are a viable platform for detecting ocean plastic pollution.
4.1 THEORETICAL METHODS
Before finding Garaba and Dierssen’s (2017) reflectance data, my first attempt
used experimentally obtained plastic reflectance data from Estess (2010). Estess (2010)
conducted an experiment to calculate plastic reflectance. He put different types of
discarded buoyant plastic (of varying colors and shapes; all within a size range of 0.5 to
2.5 cm) into a 14 x 14 cm fishing line grid floating on the surface of a freshwater pool.
He took radiance measurements at different concentrations of plastic: 0, 1, 2, 8, 16, 32,
and 64 pieces. Ultimately, Estess (2010) estimated an optimal wavelength at 768 nm.
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Unfortunately, this pool had a dark blue bottom, with a shallow depth of just 1.5
meters, which would strongly modify the water-leaving radiances recorded. Estess’
(2010) data was nevertheless used in our derivations of the backscattering of plastic and
theoretical remote sensing reflectance, because, at the time, it was the only available
source of plastic reflectance data collected in water. Future examination of the inherent
optical properties of suspended microplastics using an IOP instrument suite is needed to
more accurately characterize the backscattering properties of microplastics relevant to
remote sensing applications.
4.1.1 DERIVING ABSORPTION AND BACKSCATTERING COMPONENTS
We estimated Estess’ (2010) reflectance values from his “Scaled Remote Sensing
Reflectance vs Wavelength” graph for the 748, 730, 678, 667, 645, 630, 555, 547, 530,
488, 469, 443, and 430 nm wavelengths. These wavelengths were chosen because
Estess’ data only went up to ~859 nm and we (at the time) only had water absorption
data up to 748 nm. These variables also allowed us to derive the expected remote
sensing reflectance signals we’d expect to see for water with high concentrations of
plastic, discussed in Section 4.1.2. These reflectance values are not precise, but were
rough estimates, as we did not have access to the raw data from his experiment.
Finding the theoretical absorption (ap) and backscattering (bbp) components of
plastic took several steps, based on the methods from Gordon et al. (1988). To simplify
our analysis, we used Estess’ (2010) reflectance data for 0, 8, 32, and 64 pieces. We
performed a matrix inversion (least squares solution in matrix form) to solve for ap and
bbp. For a square matrix, we start with the general form:

and to solve for x,

Ax = b
x = (ATA)-1 ATb

For our purposes, the general form Ax = b represents
bbp = βbw or ap = αaw
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where bbp and bbw are the backscattering components of plastic and water, and ap and
aw are the absorption components of plastic and water.
For our original trial at 748 nm, we used this method to estimate the IOPs for
water. In this trial, we derived the values for aw = 2.4634 and bbw = 0.00026. These are
fairly close to the values given by Gordon and Voss (2004), which state aw = 2.586 and
bbw = 0.00024. With our first attempt, we found that absorption by plastic, ap, was very
small, and the backscattering of plastic at 748 nm, bbp, was 0.0826. After rerunning the
code for 748 nm with the aw and bbw values given by Gordon and Voss (2004), we got a
value of 0.1803 for bbp.
4.1.2 PREDICTING SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING REFLECTANCE
We created a simple model focused on a fundamental question: does an
increase in plastic concentration elevate NIR reflectance?

We evaluated this by

calculating the theoretically expected satellite remote sensing reflectance associated
with each in-situ sample from the Sea Education Association’s (SEA) dataset. There
were 2529 data points in total from the SEA dataset; however, upon closer inspection,
one of those data points was a duplicate and was omitted during final analysis. Each
data point represents a location at sea where a sample of plastic concentration was
measured over an area, with units of pieces/km2. The dataset provided the associated
latitude and longitude coordinates and date of collection for each sample.
Utilizing Matlab, we generated a map, seen in Figure 3, of all the concentrations
of plastic pollution measured along all expeditions over their 11-year investigation in the
North Pacific. Each data point is labeled on the map by a color, representing a particular
plastic concentration in pieces/km2. This map established a visual baseline to compare
against our theoretical Rrs plastic maps.
To solve for Rrs, the remote sensing reflectance that we expect the satellite to be
able to detect, we first needed to convert the plastic concentration from the SEA
dataset (in units of pieces/km2) into a scale that would match Estess’ (2010) data
(pieces/196cm2). This required creating new variables, PE and PL. Variable PE represents
plastic concentration from Estess (2010), where PE = (%SEA / %Estess), and %Estess is
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calculated from taking his highest concentration and dividing it by the total area (64
pieces / 196 cm2). PL represents plastic concentration from the SEA dataset, colloquially
named after the principle investigator from Law (2014), where PL = plastic concentration
for a given data point. In order to convert all of the real plastic concentrations from the
SEA dataset into Estess’ scale, a relationship between the two different scales was
determined to be:
PE = PL(1.96e—8)
Next, we used equations from the NASA Ocean Color’s General Inherent Optical
Properties (GIOP) model, available at (https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/atbd/giop/).
Starting with the generic equation relating marine IOPs,

where bTotal is the total backscattering coefficient and aTotal is the total absorption
coefficient, at a particular wavelength, λ. We expand upon this general simplification,
bTotal = bbw + bbp
where bbp (from 4.1.1) is then multiplied by the concentration of plastic, PE, and
aTotal = aw + ap
and ap is multiplied by the concentration of plastic, PE.
Since we could not use Estess’ (2010) predicted 768 nm optimal wavelength, we
chose the next closest value of 748 nm, which is an available MODIS Aqua band. We
then added in the newly calculated value of bbp at 748 nm (0.0826) to calculate the
variable, u.
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Next, we substituted u into the following equation for the subsurface remote-sensing
reflectance, rrs, at a given wavelength:

Rrs relates to rrs via

Rearranging the equation, we can solve for Rrs for a particular wavelength:

Our Matlab scripts translated real plastic concentration values into expected Rrs
and plotted them as a map of the North Pacific (Figure 4). The majority of the elevated
Rrs values only appear within the region highlighted by the black box, representing the
accumulation zone described in Law et al. (2014). It is interesting to note two things.
First, the majority of the points are in dark blue, which are really small numbers from
nearly black water. And these points are near zero because we treated them as pure
water in our model. Pure seawater is dark at NIR wavelengths, so we should expect to
see a more constant background in areas without plastic. Also, this is not a linear
relationship. The algorithm’s effect isn’t noticeable until the plastic concentration is
high. We see nearly a 40% increase in the modeled reflectance because of the very low
signal at 748 nm for pure water.
It is also important to note that this model is very simplistic. We treat water as if the
only constituent is plastic, which isn’t true for the coast where we see a lot of
phytoplankton and sediment. We do expect this assumption to be roughly true near the
accumulation zone.

We also ignore variations in water temperature and salinity

because water’s absorption is already extremely high in the NIR.
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2

Figure 3. Map of in-situ plastic concentrations in pieces/km collected throughout the North Pacific over
11 years. Data from: Law, K., Moret-Ferguson, S., Goodwin, D., Zettler, E., DeForce, E., and Proskurowski,
G. (2014). Concentration of surface plastic debris in the eastern Pacific Ocean. Interdisciplinary Earth Data
Alliance (IEDA). doi:10.1594/IEDA/100432. Retrieved from http://www.marinegeo.org/tools/search/Files.php?data_set_uid=21255

Figure 4. Map of satellite reflectance at 748 nm for in-situ plastic concentration samples collected over
11 years. Data used from: http://www.marine-geo.org/tools/search/Files.php?data_set_uid=21255
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4.1.3 POSSIBLE ISSUES
There are several potential issues using the GIOP model. The GIOP algorithm
was intended for Rrs value within the UV-VIS spectral region. It is uncertain if the GIOP
model accurately works for NIR Rrs values.

Also, bbw is temperature and salinity

dependent, which we did not account for because that level of detail was beyond the
scope of this project.
4.1.4 RECALCULATIONS USING THE OPTIMAL WAVELENGTH
The first bbp value for 748 nm was 0.0826. After rerunning the IOP calculations
with the Gordon and Voss (2004) values of aw and bbw for 748 nm, we obtained a new,
more accurate, bbp value of 0.1802. This new bbp was used with the Rrs calculation script
and the difference between the two can be seen in Figure 5 below.

a

b

Figure 5. Side-by-side comparison of the original map from Figure 4 (a) and the newly calculated map (b)
of Rrs at 748 nm.

The map of plastic reflectance at 748 nm showed some promise. The next step
to confirm this methodology’s viability was to recalculate Rrs using reflectance from
Garaba and Dierssen (2017). Unfortunately, Garaba and Dierssen’s (2017) experiment
did not use a piece count per area measurement like Estess (2010). Instead, they took
reflectance measurements from an “optically dense” target of mixed plastic. “Pieces” is
also an ambiguous value, as the sizes differ, not just with reflectance measurements
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from Estess (2010) and Garaba and Dierssen (2017), but also drastically with real plastic
concentrations in the ocean.
Our simple model does not account for the variations in piece size; it only
provides a rough estimation of satellite reflectance. Because of this, it might be possible
to roughly estimate Garaba and Dierssen’s optically dense reflectance in terms of Estess’
scale and use it in our established algorithm. A quick linear plot of Estess’ piece count
(0, 8, 32, and 64 pieces) on the y-axis versus reflectance on the x-axis yielded an
equation of 825.3x – 12.37. By taking Garaba and Dierssen’s approximate reflectance
value of 0.49 at 880 nm (the optimal wavelength) as x, we get a value of 392 pieces.
We do not have aw and bbw values for 880 nm, but we do have them for 869 nm.
Without exact numbers, we can only estimate from Garaba and Dierssen’s graph, which
seems to be roughly the same reflectance for both 880 nm and 869 nm. So, we
assumed that there were approximately 392 pieces for 869 nm. Using the same method
described above, we used this new approximated plastic concentration and reflectance
at 869 nm with our IOP, Rrs, and Map Matlab scripts. We used the water IOP values at
869 nm from Gordon and Voss (2004): aw = 4.436 and bw = 0.00014. By adding in the
0.49 reflectance and converted value of 392 pieces, we got a bbp of 0.5405.

a

b

Figure 6. Side-by-side comparison of Rrs at 869 nm for dry plastic (a) and wet plastic (b).
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After plotting a map of Rrs at 869 nm, we see a larger disparity in plotted values
(Figure 6). This makes sense, because Estess’ reflectance was influenced by water, while
Garabba and Dierssen’s reflectance came from dry plastic, which has greater reflectance
than Estess’ by almost a factor of ten. In an attempt to reduce the disparity, we used
the reflectance from Garaba and Dierssen’s graph of wet plastic, which is approximately
0.3 for 100% plastic coverage. This in turn translates to ~235 pieces in Estess’ scale, and
brought the value of bbp down to 0.5020. Figure 6b shows only a minor improvement in
color variation over Figure 6a, which might indicate that Estess’ and Garaba and
Dierssen’s reflectance data are too dissimilar to be used in the same algorithm.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Matchups need to be made to observe any true correlation between plastic
abundance and NIR reflectance. The experimental portion of this thesis focuses on
plastic concentration values of in-situ data from an 11-year dataset (2001 – 2012)
compiled by Law et al. (2014) and the Sea Education Association (SEA), and satellite
images from the MODIS Aqua satellite.
The SEA dataset contained 2529 neuston net (with a dimension of 0.5 x 1.0 m
with a mesh size of 335 µm) tow samples. Their data is reported in units of pieces/km2.
The total surveyed area ranges from 17.4°S to 57.5°N, and 85.0°W to 177.0°W in the
North Pacific. The majority of the samples were collected consistently at the surface.
However, October and November 2012 included near-surface debris. To include these
two months with the rest of the dataset would introduce bias into the analysis, not only
because of the inconsistency of sample collection but also because of the physical
limiting factor of water. NIR signals should only be visible for plastic floating at the
surface.
Law et al. (2014) found that 93% of all plastic collected over the entire 11-year
study was located within what they dubbed “the accumulation zone,” which ranges
from 25°N to 41°N and 130°W to 180°W. The median concentration within this zone
was 3.309x104 pieces/km2. However, this quantity includes the samples collected near
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the surface, and does not include any pieces that were small enough to pass through
the mesh netting or much larger than the mouth of the net.
The next step is to collect MODIS Aqua L1A image files with latitude and
longitude coordinates corresponding to SEA dataset data points. These files can be
obtained through the Level 1 & 2 Browser under “Data” from the NASA Ocean Color
homepage (https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/). We stipulated two requirements for an
L1A file to be useful. First, an image must be available for the data point’s specific date
and location, and second, a pin with the data point’s coordinates could be placed in that
image. Any MODIS Aqua image files and data points that did not meet the requirements
were omitted from collection.
Because of the issues with the black pixel assumption (Siegel et al., 2000), it
might be helpful to process L1A images without the typical atmospheric correction, and
with specifically tailored atmospheric correction(s) in different trial runs. Additionally,
microplastic abundance can vary with wave action and wind-driven vertical mixing (Kooi
et al., 2016). For accurate estimations of total microplastic concentrations in the water
column at a given sample location, it is recommended that the method used in Kooi et
al. (2016), using daily average wind speed for each sample’s date and location, be
employed. However, since NIR light cannot penetrate past the first 100 µm of water,
this step is irrelevant for the proposed satellite remote sensing, which is projected to
only be able to detect plastic at the sea surface.
At this time, over 1,000 L1A image file locations have been compiled into a list.
These L1A image file locations will be run through an algorithm that will gather and
process each image with SeaDAS (a software package created by NASA for ocean color
data). Subsequently, the pixel extraction tool will provide a full index able to be
imported into Matlab for analysis. This will provide an extensive dataset necessary to
provide meaningful results. If there is a correlation, we will need to evaluate the
relative strength of aerosols (for reflectance contributions from the atmosphere) and
plastic signals to test the accuracy of measuring plastics using an algorithm based within
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this spectral region. Additional factors including cloud cover, sun glint, and wind will
also be addressed to ensure the algorithm is accurate.
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5 CONCLUSION
This research project explored the feasibility of using the MODIS Aqua satellite’s
remote sensing technology to detect ocean microplastics. After conducting an extensive
literature review and calculating theoretical remote sensing reflectance, we determined
it might be possible to use the MODIS Aqua satellite to detect ocean plastic debris
floating on the surface.

Buoyant ocean plastic can be treated with bulk optical

properties in the near-infrared. Because of this, backscattering for bulk plastic at a
particular wavelength can be derived if the absorption and backscattering components
for water are known for that same wavelength. The optimal wavelength, 880 nm, offers
the highest amount of reflectance, but currently we only have the IOPs for water up to
869 nm.
MODIS Aqua was the platform of choice based on the availability of satellite
images corresponding to most of the plastic concentration dataset used in this study.
However, it is important to note that portions of MODIS images used for observing
plastic can be obscured by cloud cover, sun glint, and other l2 flags (special conditions
for level 2 ocean color products) from SeaDAS. It is our hope that a robust algorithm
can eventually be made that will enable satellite remote sensing reflectance to detect
concentration levels of ocean plastic debris for any location that is not masked by these
flags.
Unfortunately, because of the extremely high absorption by water in the NIR, no
plastic below the surface will be detectible by this proposed method. Additionally,
plastic debris size, thickness, and wet versus dry surface conditions will dictate the total
amount of reflectance received by the sensor. It is unknown at this time if microplastics
can generate a signal large enough to reach the satellite. Evidence from the Rrs maps at
748 and 869 nm suggest large quantities of plastic of various sizes can produce elevated
NIR signals.
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6 FUTURE RESEARCH
For the scope of our project, our model was very simple. We made assumptions
and used reflectance data not ideal for characterizing real conditions in the
environment. It would be ideal to go on an at-sea expedition to collect real reflectance
values for plastic in the open ocean. Additionally, the plastic concentration unit of
pieces-per-area is not a precise measurement. Instead, it would be better to calculate
the total surface area covered by plastic over a given area of study. Because our model
cannot account for unknown variations in debris size, it only provides a rough
estimation of remote sensing reflectance. Even so, this preliminary modeling shows
promise. According to Gordon and Voss (2004) an approximation can be made. They
define the relationship between normalized water-leaving reflectance [ρw]N and Rrs as
[ρw]N = πRrs (Gordon and Voss, 2004). If we can collect our own plastic reflectance data
at-sea, perhaps we can make use of this approximation to simplify calculations for Rrs.
The next step in validating the feasibility of detecting ocean plastic with remote
sensing will be to create matchups between plastic concentration values and real
reflectance from satellite images. The MODIS Aqua images must be atmospherically
corrected in a way that ignores the black pixel assumption (Siegel et al., 2000), that all
water-leaving reflectance in the NIR is zero, but still accounts for reflectance
contributions from aerosols.

These matchups will determine if there is any true

correlation between plastic concentration and elevated NIR signals.
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